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INTRODUCTION

It will be helpful to point out from the outset that there is a long academic tradition of

explaining housing policy as the child of economic, social and political events. But thiS

thesis seeks to examine the interplay between housing policy and those influences,

in particular, the way housing policy creates conditions met, in turn, affect social

process.

The 1980s symbolize a watershed decade in ee SOu1h African urban $lruggles.

Doubters need only consider the fOllowing facts: South Africans experienced the rise

of social movements as the result of contradictions within state top-down reformist

programmes which were initially pursued under the banner of "total $lrategy"(IDAF:)

policies, and whose political demise led to the adoption of ' ordel1y urbanization"

$lrategy. This was followed by cracks in, and then the collapse of, the apartheid pillars,

such as the pass-laws and "influx control" . Indeed, this is also the decade which will

be remembered for state calculated repression carried out in the name of 'law and

order' again$l the political 'uncontrolled' and progressive squatter senlemeras (e.g. the

Crossroads), which became a crucible of urban Ameen shelter resistance.

On 23 April 1986, through the White Paper, the South African regime declared a new

political dispensation for urban Africans, the 'orderly urbanization'. Thus, the

inevitability African urbanization became accepted. In theory, this declaration was a

significant shift in housing policy, and in a normal situation it would have meant that

h I n fl ul< cont r cj " l eg i sla tion , until 1 986, wa s used t o
regula t e the ur ba n i za t i on of Af r icans .
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apartheid was dead. Africans, for the first time in the racist hisfory of South Africa,

were to enjoy South African "polit ical citizenship" (cited in Swilling: xi ). However, it has

to be noted that the Whrte Paper talked about 'orcerry' urbanization - a loaded concept

that is open to diverse interpretations. The question. therefore, that needs to be asked

is: what did the government mean by 'orde~y' urbanization? This paper is basically

addressing itself to this question.

The aim of this dissertation is an attempt to expose what lies hidden behind the

government's "o rde~y urbanization" policies with regard to housing, It looks at the

above question and attempts to account for why the ·o rde~y urbanization" policy for

Atricans are essent ially devices of political control. This is done by presenting a critical

analysis 01 political issues associated with the policy such as: the May-June 1986

destruction 01 the Crossroads squatter settlement - once the symbol of the African

spirit 01 resistance and no surrender to apartheid strategies - by the state sponsored

"witdoeke""; the upgrading of the so-called identified 'on-spots" in African townships

, "Wi t d oe ke" is <In Afri kaans word mean i n g white b i ts o f
c lot h . Duri n g the destruction of Crossroads <lnd t he s u r r ound ing
squat ter areas l at e in 1985 , the Government sponsored war l o rds
l e d by Mr Ng x obo ng wa na wore white b i t s of c loth on their he a d s
t o i dentif y themsel ves ; and hence the n3me "wt eecexe '" .
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as a way of promoting the top-down Black local Author~ ies (BLAs) , the extensive

amendments to Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act (1986 and 1989) in order to control

both legal and 'illegal' informal settlements, and the scrapping of the pass laws which

regulated the urbanization process of the Africans. All these repressive and reformist

manoeuvres, it is argued, were part and parcel of the counter-revolutionary strategy

of the government, designed to ride out the deepening organic crisis and to retain

control.

Secondly, the paper focuses on the role ~ayed by urban social movements, albeit as

formidable antagonists, in shaping the evolvement cttne housing polid es. The housing

question in South Africa. especially for Africans (the subject 01 this research), is

interlinked with the urban social-movements. Their emergence in the 1980s was a

direct response to the qcvemrnent's housing potloes. It has, however, to be pointed

out Irom the beginn ing that all hough these started as a response to local bread and

buller issues, the apartheid system made it impossible to distingu ish between local

and national issues. The central government, as the command post, was then

perceived as the cause 01 local problems , and thus the main focus 01 ccmcer
slruggles. Hence. all urban struggles became the gale way to its democratization. In

short , urban social movements had been the backbone 01 the urban struggles for

' Cou p l e d with t he wave of .-e p .-ession , Secu.-it y Ma nagement
St.-uct u.-es began t o t arg e t specific communitie s for ' upg r ading ' .
These we r e t ho s e areas identified b y the Government as ~ o i l

Spots " , t.e . pol it ica l tense , d a n ge r o us and vo l a t ile . The
approach wa s , t here f ore , des igned to ' wi n the hearts and minds '
(WHAM) of the target communities and hence t he strateg y i s also
k nown as WHAM.
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better housing ceueee. They aclualized the concept 01"dual power" in the 19805 by

creating alternative people's structures 01 management (e.g. the street committees).

So. iren. to undemand their historical development, together with their liberation

aetiOIl. becomes a prereq.jsrte ol having an insighl lO the evoIYemert ol the housing

poliCY. Who they are? What keeps them going? Where ses their base? This paper

further addresses these questions.

My hypothesis basiCally argues that the dramatic events of the 1966 "o rderly

urbanizat ion" for urban Al rlcans whose origins can be traced back to "total strategy",

albeit on paper. marl<.ed a major shift in raost housing pol iCies, and represented not

a change of heart on the pan 01 the regime, but the adoption 01 a more sophisticated

stralegy under the new reformist and militarist leadership 01 President PW. Botha II

was essentially par1 of the apanheid system. though in a very shrewd way, which

hoped 10 defuse Ihe revolutionary anger by sharing "col laclive consumption" without

losing politiCalcontrol (employing both reformist and repressive measures). Tha central

argument then is that "orderly urbanization" housing poliCy should be understood as

a complex interplay crtorces l rom above and below , but whose concealed desire was

10 politically control the Al ricans, thus perpetuating the old order in a more 'civilized'

way. An underlying argument put forward is that tha regime, laced with tha 1984·86

unprecedented situation Of mass insurrection that threatened white hegemony in urban

areas, as well as internat ional iSOIal ion, was forced 10 adopt a counter-insurgency

S1rategy_

The essay is divided into tour sections. The fi rst chapter focuses on the theoretical

l ramewo rl<. based on cestens' worl<. 01 "collective consumption". The seccrc section

covers the period 01 Ih' aoartheid 'golden ece': 1948-1970s. The 1hird section
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periodizes the "stick and carrot" characterized history of State Top-down reform

policies: The first phase (1979-1985), i.e. the MTtarization of the Urban Question,

focuses on the eruption of the organic urban crisis and the slate's init ial response. The

second phase (1986-90),i.e. ' o roenv Urbanization", analyzes how the State reforms

brought about some contradictions , l.e . led to unintended ccmcer consequences which

paved the way for the collapse of the apartheid housing policies. The fourth section

focuses on the Urban Strategies In Post 1986 and the Recapturing of the Role Played

by Urban Social Movements in the evolvement of the housing policies.
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CHAPTER I

1.1 .0 THEORETICAl, fRAMEWORK:

ThiS secncn is SEll 10 e.amin.e the contentiOn that urban conlliclslCrises have been

stlaped by wider sodal and economic pressures. The focus is e.c1usively on the

Marxist approach, as e.pounded by Manuel Castells. This has 10 be perceived within

the context of c asteus' endeavours to cootexueuse the theoretical 19th century

laissez-taira capitalist-based Mar.ism in the light of the empirical 20th century welfare

state interventionist ceeces. whiCh seem to nave undermined the class-based

revolutions. According to Allan Cochrane, cesens' major concern is to establiSh the

link between the following lour main 'realities: and the funclamental stl'UCtUrai

tendencies of monopoly Slale capital:

(a) the growing concentration of the population in enormous urban
areas:
(b) the increasing intervention of tne State in the distribution of
amenities and urban development;
(c) the development of an urban sodal movement;
(d) the increased concern of official agencies for urban issues
(Cochrane: 30).

1.1.1 CASTELLS'S THEORY OF COLLECTIVE CONSUMPTION:

From a Marxist point of view, Caslells has argued that the social problems of the city

are the product of capila1ism rather than of urbanization. He. therelOfe, derives his

concept of "collective ccesumptton" from the notion that Monopoly Capitalism leads

10 the cemrauzaucn 01business organizations in the main cities, thereby encouraging
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immigration trcm surrounding areas, Capital is often unwilling to provide some means

at reproduction ottabcur power (l.e . housing, health tadl ities, education, transport,

etc.] when that provision does not yield the average rate ot crest . and so it is left to

the State to do so. The urban problems are then over "collective consumption" which

have been -sccaueec (as opposed to being individualized through the market) and

administered by the State" (P.Saunders: 106), So, "collective consumption". reters to

weltare capitalist state intervention through the provision 01 urban tecnmee.

casteus argues that the primary function of "couscuve consumption" is to help the

reproduction of labour power necessary tor the capitalist system to survive (Castells

1977b: 440). Thus "ensuring that the modern worker is not only healthy, housed and

rested, but materially satisfied with capitalism, feels cared for rather than exploited"

(Stanery: 35). The worker would subsequently "work efficiently, rarely challenge or

question the inherent inequalities of capitalism but rather accept it as fair and just"

(Slattery: 36). In summary, Castells is arguing that urbanism is not the cause ot crisis.

The urban problems are essentially a spin-off from the requirements 01 modern

capitalism for a readily-available pool of workers.

Stemming from the above assertion on "Collective Consumption" the questions that

then need to be addressed are: why sudden massive state intervention? What are the

consequences of such intervention? The reasons behind the former could be complex.

However, Castells has identil ied the crisis as mainly the manifestation olcontradictions

within the economic situation between the key elements of production and

consumption (Castells 1977a: 270). Saunders simplifies this statement by arguing that

"there is a tension between the allocation of resources to the (generally unprofitable

but necessary) process of consumption" (Saunders: 109). In the housing context, this
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could be understood against the common reluctance 01 capital to invest where there

is a high risk of not yielding its sale objective 01 maximizing profit. This could be due

to many factors such as 'the long rate oj capital rotation, the unprofitability of building

to rent, the constant possibility of state regulation (e.g., rent control), and the low rate

of profit due to the generally smail scale of industry (Saunders: 108).

All in all, for casteus. "collective consumption" has become an ideal mechanism of

"class control, materially and ideologically" (Slatte/)': 36) . The welfare capitalist state

is not a promoter of the public interest but an instrument of class ccntrct Alfhough it

has a great deal of autonomy from fhe class structure, thereby enabling it to act as fhe

arbiter between factions of the bourgeoisie (e.g. the businessmen, financiers , property

developers, etc.). the state always operates with fhe long-term aim of preserving

capitalism (Slattery : 36). The creation of welfare, in essence, is therefore an attempt

to promote and preserve the market.

The intervention aftermath , however, is a collective response from the recipients. Put

another way, the issue of ' collect ive consumption" becomes politiCized. Each urban

grievance becomes more politicized as it is seen as the state's responsibility to provide

such facilities (Casteus 1977b: 64). In times of deep economic crisis (like the present

wor1d recession) characterized in Britain by business failures and individual

bankruptcies. which occur every 90 seconds of the working week, and totalled 39,353

lor the urst six months of 1992 as compared with about 60,000 in 1991 as whole

(Guardian: 18.8.92); near1y 3 million people on the dole (ITN 12H30 News: 18.8.92)",

rising in July 1992 by more than 95,000, the 27th consecutive monthly increase

"I n Br itain dole is money t hat i s g iven by the gover nment t o
pe op l e ~ho are unemployed, It i s g iven at regu lar intervals , e, g,
every two weeks.
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(Guardian: 14.8.92); Ialling house prices. and the high level of interest I3tes; the

govemment comes under polltal threat because it is unable to meet the demands of

all the people in terms at housing. health. education, etc.

Uman protest groups organized around collective issues emerge, and the government

eecores the local point 01 protest These protest groups anerr¢ to achieve a

fundamental shift in the dominant type 01 soc:iaI relations in the interests of the WIIOrking

class. Indeed, eenain issues may unite bol h the poor and middle-income groups in the

interest of eener service provision (Castens 1963 : 173). Castella believes that if such

uroan protest couk:l be fused into full urban social movements, SUCh power on the

streets might transscrm the SOCiety into a social revolut ionary force (Slattery : 37). For

casteus. then, urban protests if not properly nurtured might end up being a ·consumer

trade unionism" (Saunders: 11 2) whose pre-occupation would be based on bread and

butter issues with little Of no interest in the fundamental significance of capitalist

production retations. As lenin argues: ' elt to themselves the working classes will not

progress to a revolutionary cIass-eonsciousness that wi_ incite revotutiorl (M. Kinvnel :

119).

Urban SOCial movement for castens. therefore, can be defined as:

"1he system 01crsctces resulting from the aniOJlatiOn of a conjuncture
of the system of the urban agents with other SOCial practices, St.JCh that
its development tends objectively towards the structu ral transformation
Of the urban system, or towards a substantial change in the balance of
forces in me class struggle. that is 10 say in the power of Ihe state"
(CasteUs 1977a : 263).
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1.1 .2 EVALUATION:

DesPite Castel ls' great contnbull()n and influence in urban srooes. h;s work. is not

without blemish. Scholars such as Pic:kvance and saunders have idenbhed what they

consider to be a number at '!I.lnclamental limitations and weaknesses' in his wor1l.. For

example, Saunders, analyzing the conservative British and American contexts, in

contrast 10 c asteue' radical situalions of Chile andlater France and Italy, suggesls that

most protests over collective consumption do not lead to demands 01raQcaJ nalure

or formation 01inter-dass eneoees. Most protests are terrilorial in nature and in teons

01the scale at demands, typica"y react to an existing proposal rather" lhan suggesting

broader changes (Saunders: 110). He claims Ihat this is the undelbelly of cesteas'

work, But Castells has also warned of the dange r 01an Urban movement not becoming

a fully·fledged social movement in the absence 01 Ihe polilical organization or a

vanguard. He argues for the fusion 01 the urban protests over shortfalls in the

proviSion at collective consumpl ion into social movements if social change has to be

realised . Despite his criticism 01 castells. saunders ecee acknowledge that Castells

pointed out the importance 01tile right political organizatioo on the ground: "France

and Ita~ (and indeed Ch~e), unhke Britain and AmeriCa, "have e"ective and highly

organized communist parties which are capable of directing sporadic urban protests

and integrating them into the broader working class movement" (Saunders: 17).

Another Ctibc of cesteus' eeoer lhe'sis on social movements, C.G. Pickvance. argues

lhat they are not tre only agefllS 01 social c:t1ange in a society. Using the British

political system as the basis 01 his argument. he d aims that lhe interaction and

controntalion of the opposing political parties at Westminster a"ect change.

Democratization through 'autonomous' local authorities, thus empowering people at
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local levels, argues Pcevance. is not the consequence of the social movements. He

has furlher dismissed Castells' later work on social movements becoming an

"interciassism", or forming a broad political front against the state as an 'urban fallacy'

(Saunders: 118). He accuses Castells of trying to sell a popular alliance. Pickvance's

Criticism of "interclassism" is further taken up by J . Fiori (during seminar discussion)

who argues that c asrans' claim is an exaggeration which is 'unrealistic' in the

contemporary capitalist world. He claims that the idea of multi-class becomes wishful

thinking where there is very little evidence in reality. At the other extreme, R. Pahl has

rejected the concept of "collective consumption" as meaningless and he states it

needs to be abandoned:

-wnar is the precise distinction between the personal and the collective
consumplion of any facility? It cannot be the cost of the facility, it cannot
be the nature of the facility, it cannot be the ownership of the facility or
the way it is used. If we cannot define a collective mode of consumption,
how can we continue to use the term meaningfully? (cite<! in
P.Saunders: 122).

Although I regard such cnncem as sound, given the contexts within which they were

analyzed, they are beyond the scope of this paper. My major concern here is to

attempt to show that castens' theory is an appropriate tool for understanding the South

African urban struggles, and where contradictions arise these will be noted The

potential of social movement in conjunction with polit ical parties and trade unions in

transforming socety into a revolutionary force, which was so critictzed and abandoned

by cestens himself, together with some elements of his later work on multi-class

alliance against Monopoly Capitalist Class are relevant in the South African context.
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1.1.3 SUMMARY:

In conclusion, it has to be acknowledged that Castells has abandoned some of his

earlier radical ideas which are the main focus of crificism. Nonetheless. it has to be

emphasized that castens approach certainly highlights some of the issues associated

with the urban stNggles. It fakes us a long way from non-structuralist. voluntarist

theories of urban sociology. The crucial point Castells is making is fhat the increased

collectivized nature of consumpfion, which is necessary for the capitalist system to

survive, leads to the inc reased likelihood of urban social movements. They arise to

challenge the Social order t hat is inadequately providing facil ities torthem. "They open

up new fronts in the class stNggle. and they open up new alliances as well'

(Saunders: 113). Indeed. they become one 01the axes of social change in advanced

societies. All in all, cestens is asking why fhe stare has become interested in urban

problems. and his answer covers, or is based, on wider economic and political crises.

Through this, he has managed to formulate a theory ot social change; the structural

foundations of a theory ot ' collective consumpt ion", a very uselul concept in

understanding fhe urban political realities which have to do with housing. To dismiss

it as having no place in the study 01the urban question, I believe, would be grossly

unfair and wrong

- 12 -



CHAPTER 2

2.1 .0 THE APARTHEID 'GOLDEN AGE': THE LEAD UP TO THE 19805 :

Housing policy in South Africa has to be seen in the light of "influx ccneor and the

' pass laws". These were designed to control and regulate the migration and settlement

of Atricans into the urban areas. The aim was to create a coordinated policy to

integrate and regulate labour markets in different economic sectors (Hindson,

1966:32). Africans were seen as 'temporary sojourners' in white urban areas, who

were allowed in only as long as they were useful as labour. The basis, in various

torms and guises, for African urbanization and housing policy was the (in)famous

Stallardist" doctrine that:

"the natives should only be allowed to enter urban areas, which are
essentially the white man's creation, when he is willing to enter and to
minister to the needs of the white man, and should depart therefrom
when he ceases to minister" (cited in Hindson, 1986:36).

The basis of the migrant labour system, the dominant form of exploitation, was that

reproduction of the labour force would occur in the 'reserves'. While the daily

reproduction of labour power necessarily took place near the mine or factory, the

SOCial cost of those not actually on the job was absorbed by the surviving elements

of pre-capitalist production in the rural areas (w oipe. 1972). Capital paid, and still does

in many areas, low wages because the cost 01 long term labour reproduction took

' After the Stalla r d Commission of 19 22 t h a t ve s set up to
l ook into Transvaal Loc a l Government . This involved , i n t e r alia ,
determin i ng s t ra t eg ie s to control t he e n t r y of Africans to towns
and govern ing their urban r e s iden c e ,
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place cheaply elsewhere.

Despite all attempts to prevent migration to the urban areas. and to control the

movement of labour, the number ct urban Africans constantly grew. Between 1911 and

1921 , the numbers grew at a rate of 105% per annum (Hindson, 1986: 33). The

increase 01 women grew at a rate of 401%, indicating a process of permanent

selliemenl. By the 1920s, official reports were acknowledging that an increasing

number of Africans had lost their material lies 10 Ihe reserves and were completely

dependent on wage labour (Hindson, 1986: 33). However, the dominance of migrant

labour meanlthat employers still paid wage rates determined by the supply of single

migrant men, whose lami lies were partially supported by a decreasing production in

the reserves, The poverty of the urban African population was exacerbated by

insanitary living conditions, high rents and the high ccet ct basic necessities (Hindson,

1986: 34).

In the period before 1920, housing lor the poor - both whites and blacks was the

volunta ry responsibility 01 municipal authorities (Hendler et at. 1986: 196). This was

generally confined to local Slum clearances, 10 remove Africans into locations, and

minimal rehousing projects. Most urban Africans rented houses and land from the

municipalities. and there were a few freehold townships, such as Alexandra and

Sophiatown in Johannesburg. Following the influenza epidemic in 1918, and the

ensuing commission of enquiry. a Housing Act was passed in 1920. This provided lor

low interest rates on stale loans for the construction 01 assisted housing. Local

autho rities became responsible for initiating, constructing and managing the housing

scheme and grants were made for specific racial groups (Hendler et at, 1986: 197).

Black and white workers were segregated through the control 01 housing.

- 14 -



The Urban Areas Act, amongst ether measures, enabled white controlled

municipalities to raise loans through the "Native Revenue Account", ThiSwas financed

by rents, profits from services and , above all , profits from the municipalit ies' monopoly

on beer brewing , In other words, the poorest classes of society, whose wages barely

covered subsistence, bore the major costs of housing (Stadler, 1979: 25). The small

amount of housing that was built was bleak and regimental, and Africans preferred the

existing freehold townships, notwithstanding their overcrowded slum conditions

(Stadler, 1979: 27),

2.1.1 CRISIS AND RESPONSE :

The situation conti nued to deteriorate. Increasing capital ization of agriculture ,

combined with drought and overcrowding in the reserves continued to drive Africans

into the urban areas. A fledgling manufacturing sector, financed by independent and

mining capital, began to expand rapidly in the 1930s. This led to growing demand for

semi-skilled labour, at that stage provided by white, and therefore more expensive ,

workers. At the same time, white and black unemployment was growing , intensified

by two depressions (Hindson, 1986 : 43). A~hough work for those in employment in the

formal sector rose during this period, the cost of living rose laster.

The expansion of the industrial sector from the late 1930s, led to the temporary

relaxation of "influx controls" during the Seco nd w ono War. This freed up African

migration to the cities. This expansion created a demand not just for a larger work

force but for a qualitatively different kind. While organised commercial and industria!

capital required a more permanent. "stable" work-force, individual employers etten
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preferred the services of cheap unskilled rural labour. As these new recruits became

more familiar with the urban job market, however, they moved on to better paid jobs,

leaving vacancies for more "rural labour" (Posel , 1991 : 21). There was, thus, a high

turnover of labour in the cities, undermining any government attempts to eradicate the

·surplus· African population from the urban areas.

The emergence oj a large, permanent African proletariat saw an upsurge of popular

struggle on ali fronts (Wilkinson, 1983: 67; Block and Wilkinson, 1982: 18), The

wartime boom had secured higher wages in the industrial sector, through the

strengthening trade union movement and the penetration of black labour into jobs

previously reserved for whites, At the same time , inflationary pressures increased the

cost of living. Strike actions and riots in the townships became widespread. The

housing crisis also brought the urban African population into confrontation with local

authorities over lack ot housing, high rents and poor services (Hindson, 1986 : 57).

Between 1936 and 1946, the urban African population had grown by 57.2%, from 1.1

million to 1.8 million (Posel, 1991 : 20). The housing shortage became chronic. By

1947, some 154,000 houses were needed for African families alone (Morris, 1981 : 36).

Consequently, land invasions and squatter movements sprang up, the most notable

and successful being James 'Sctascnke' Mpanza (ed. Swilling, 1991: 14) in

Johannesburg. Thus, people solved their housing problems outside the normal

exchange market or process of production (ct.p 39).

Coupled with expectat ions of post-war reforms which were not realised, the appalling

urban conditions of Africans 'procuced a volatile polit ical climate in which the issues

of everyday material existence - housing, transport and food prices - became charged

with poiitical significance" {Wilkinson, 1983: 68). The Slate was forced to respond . In
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1946, the Fagan Commission was set up to enquire into "infl u ~ control" legislation.

Reporting two years later. it accepted the permanent urban presence of the African

population, whose living conditions could only be solved when they were paid

adeQUate wages:

"We doubt whether any wholly sanstactory SOlution will be found until the
need lor such economic adjustments (in the cost of accommodation)
disappears and the labourers by their own productive capacity attain a
position in which they can make their own arrangements on an
economic, not a sub-economic basis" (cited in Wilkinson, 1983: 68) .

The Ocmrmsston recommended that Africans build their own houses with a freehold

on the land, giving them a "permanent stake in the system". Again, the emphasis was

on workers providing their own housing at costs and standards they could afford. But,

rt has to be acknowledged that the work a ! the Commission represented some

progress and some improvement to African condition.

The State and employers, recognized the link between wages and living conditions,

or more specifically, housing. It was a problem tnat "constantly exercised the

authorities" (Stadler, 1979: 24), The Young-Barrel Ccmmttteet.reporunq in 1935,

remarked that "the only reason why the rental charged must be sub-economic is the

manife st inability of the natives to pay rents based on the costs of houses constructed

of durable materials and by European labour" (cited in Pigott, 1986: 100). aatner tnan

calling for higher wages, they (the ru ling power elite) iookeo for ways of reducing the

costs of housing.

' A government body set up to e nquire into , and r e port on ,
t he "que s t i on of residence of blacks in urban areas " (Mor r i s,
198 1: 29 ) .
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The Smit Committee, reporting in 1942, recognized the economic importance of a

healthy work-force. It called for increased wages, improved housing and a range of

welfare measures to improve uman living conditions (Hindson, 1986: 56). In order to

reduce the costs of living, it proposed fhat all work "which (the Africans) are capable

of perlorming for the benefit of its own people" should be reserved "in the area set

aside for Native occupation" (cited in Pigott, 1986: 101). Whilst recognizing the long

term need for higher wages and better living condi tions, the logic was clear, if

contradictory: housing built by skilled whife labour is tee expensive for African workers

with low wages, therefore cheap Afri can labour should be used to produce cheaper

housing for themselves . This provided a "two-fold benefit". It was not until the 1946

elections, however, that these proposals were to be tully implemented.

The Smit report, as with so many others , was to be confined to academic history

within a few months of its publication. The election of 1948 was to bring a change of

government with the promise for whites of their continued privileged status in sooety.

This was to be fhroug h a com plete restructuring of the fundame ntal principles of

African urban policy. Ironically, despite the rhetoric, it was under the banner of

apartheid fhat the government accepted the need for housing the urban African work

force.

2,1 ,2 THE ENTRENCHMENT OF APARTHEID HOUSING POLICY:

The platform of 'swart gevaar' (l.e. black danger), on which the Afr ikaner National

Party came to power, returned to the Stallardist doctrine that "the native in fhe whife

urban area should be regarded as a vis itor who has come to offer his service 10 his
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own advantage and that of the white man" (Sauer Report, 1948; cited in Wilkinson,

1983: 69). However, ideology had to be combined wrth the exis~ng realities. The State

was conf ronted with two contradictory forces: the requi rements of industrial and mining

capital for increasing labour and me irreversible urban migration ot Africans on the one

hand, and racist political doctrine on the other. The urban crisis of the 1940s severely

hampered the new government's manoeuvering. As Legassick (1974: 18) says. "the

Nationalist government could not, any more than its predecessor, ignore the structural

crisis which required the state to involve rtself more directly in the reproduct ion of

labour power". Whatever the long term goals of industrial decentralization' , it was

recognized that there had to be a transition period of industrial growth at the existing

urban centres (Legassick. 1974: 19). Thus, the requirement icrthe provision of African

housing was inevitabl y linked to "influx control" (pigon. 1986 : 161).

Three major political processes can be identified in housing policy in fhis period:

greater "influx control". intensified racial segregat ion and the desire to reduce the

"financial burden" of blacks in the white areas on the State and local government

(Morris, 1981; 42). Numerous legislative measu res aimed to curt> African urbanization

and restructu re the urban labou r market. An "urban labour preference policy" was

tnsntuted. giving municipalifies the powers to direct and cont rol labour, maximizing the

potential of exist ing oman workers and excluding new migrants (Posel, 1991: 21),

Urbanized workers were also given "residential rights" and the right to refuse

, Indust rial decentralizat ion , one of t he policie s of the
new Na t i o na l i s t government , was the p r oce s s by wh i ch t he State
hoped to move i nd u s t r y away fr o m the 'wh i t e urban are a s ' to the
boarde r areas with in t he ' r e s e r ve s ' . The p r i nc iple was that the
indu stry wou ld be in "wh i t e South Africa " but the labour fo rce
wou l d li ve i n t he ' r e s e r ve s', taking care of t he i r own
s ubs i s t e nce and reproducti on . I t would also r emove t he t h r e a t of
large concentrations of u r b a n African populat ions (se e Legassic k ,
1 91 4 ) .
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employment il they so wished. This contradiction was l irmly entrenched in section 10

0'me Native Laws Amendment Act in 1952".

The role 01 housing in SOCial control. at the Iorefront 01 the government and local

auth()nlies' minds. was spell 0Ul by the lhen 5ecretary tor Native Allai rs :

"Only by the provision 01 adequate sheller in properly planned Native
townships can iuDcontrol over urban natives be regained, because only
then will it be possible to eliminate the surplus Natives who do not seek
an honest living in the cities" (cited in Pigott, 1986: 164).

The pl'esence 01targe numbers 01urba n Amcans was perceived as a very real danger

10 the stabi lity of the cities. The government teared that Africans may again take

politica l co ntrol 01 the situation through squaning. Th is lear was combined with the

need lor a n ew form 01 labour (Poser, 1989). To quote Cooper (1983: 32) "the problem

with illegal space...was not that it lailed to produce a work force quite cheaply, but thaI

it reproduced the wrong work·force fo.r the postwar economy...(il ) gave rise to the

wrong kind of city". Slum and squatter removals were uti lized in conjunctiOn with

conventional housing scnemes.

The government had to reconcile a broad-basad demand lor the use 01skilled Alrican

labour to c heapen the costs 01 housing constructiOn. with the protectiOniSm 01 while

building workers (Wilkinson. 1983: 73). A . miled number 01 training schemes tor

African buildIng work8fS had been in ope ration since the war. but the while building

• Thi s r ecogn i ze d t he ri g hts o f u r ba n Af ri ca ns who ha d
r e s i d e d t he re conti n uously si nce bi rth , had l awfully res i ded f o r
15 ye a r s, o r had wor ke d the r e f or t he s a me empl o ye r f or 10 yea rs
(ed . A. L e mo n, 1 991 ; 6) .
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workers' st rike in 1947 and others, threatened indust riat action kepi in check any

government proposals of expanding them (Wilkinson, 1983 : 73). The 1951 Native

Building Workers Act, despite objections trom employers and liberals, introctuced a "job

c;oIoUr bar- in the expansion 01these schemes. ThiS prevenled the use 01thiS Alri(:an

boilding workers outside the townships. Africat1 workers were employed in direct Labour

organiZations by local authorities to build houses tor rent in the designated townships.

ThiS training was accompanied by the development 01 "large r'l,lmbers 01 simple,

serviceable Native houses, designed to allow lot their construction by Native building

workers who (were) not reqJired to show the same standard of skill as demanded from

EUf'098an artisans" (Cited in Pigon, 1986: 186). In this way, cheap labour was to

produce items 01consumption lor its own cheap reproduction.

The question 01 finance was still unresolved. The principle thai housing should De on

an "economic" rather than a "sub-economic" basis continued to prevail. The

govem menl and local authorities were concerned 10 provide only the minimum lor

those most in need. Yet, this was the great majority 01 the urban populat ion, The

Department 01 Native Allairs expressed the opinion thai 'hough wage levels have

riSen and cost 01 living allowance have been added to normal earni~, these

increases eeve not bridged the gap for the bulk of the Native urban population

Detween eccrcmc dependence and independence" (Cited in Wi lkinson, 1983: 77).

WhOwas 10 pay remained a ' hree'COmered conflict of interest" (Block and Wilkinson,

1982: 24) between central government and the employers. The government's finances

were severely aftected by a downturn in the economy lollowing the war and immec:liale

postwar boom. The Treasury had to slash financial proposals lor a l ive-year

programme from 18.5 million British pounds to 8.5 million Brit ish pounds (Wilkinson,
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1983:76). It proposed that employers should cont ribute towan:ts housing costs. This

ptOYOked an outcry that production costs would increase and smaller stl\JQgling

bUS'nesses would be jeopardized. Industry was al ready paying high taxes. it was

argued, so employers should not have to pay lor a "natiOrt-wide responsibi~ (Pigott.

1986: 169). At the sametime. local authorities were adamant that the financial burden

shOuld not be imposed on them and their white rate payers. In the Nght Of the growing

urban crisis, employers reluctantly gave way. The State prevailed, and the Native

Services Levy Act was passed in 1952. Through this legislation, employers contributed

towards a massive programme ot family housing and township services tor settled

ul'OOn Africans. Beer sale profits and rents continued to make up the State 's

contributiOn.

The provision 01 public housing also involved a restructuring of the $tate apparatus

responsible for its management (Block and Wilkinson. 1982: 24).Foaowing the

installation of the new government, there was a gradual shilt 01 power from the

National Housing and Planning Com mittee'll to lhe Department of Native Affairs, tne

backbone of apartheid policy. In 1957 , the Bantu Housing Board was established,

consisting sole ly of members selected by the Minister of Native Affairs, Under various

changes of names. this body was 10 control the content and direction 01 African

housing poliCy until 1982 (Block and Wilkinson. 1982: 24).

The implication 01 apartheid housing policies Iogicalty entait the spatial segregation of

the urben African won..ers. The space 01 productiOn was separated from the place of

a msumption and reproductIon. In eartier years, as it was to be later on, family life tor

'0 A semi- aut onomous management body or iginally set up i n
l~4 4 to r ep l ace t he Cent r al Hous i ng Boar d whi ch had been
inst i t ut ed unde r t he 1920 Hou s i ng Act .
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migrant workers had been tar away in the reserves. For the permanent urban African

population, this geographical gap was reduced but still stringently maintained.

Separate locations were to be provided for the African work-force,

•.•.an adequate distance trom white townships...separated from the
European areas by an area of industrial site where industries exist or are
being planned; preferably within easy transport distance of the town or
city, preferably by rail and not by road transport;...(with the) provision of
suitable open buffer spaces around proclaimed locafion areas..• and a
considerable distance from main and national roads" (Verwoerd in 1950
cited in Pigott, 1966: 169).

In this way. control was to be maintained. Ironically, this plan led to high costs of

transport, access and infrastructure. No subsidies were provided for these items. The

costs 01 these items of consumption were to lead to major confrontation during the

1950s.

The evolution of a policy framework for State intervention in the production and

provision of housing was matched by the development of the technical means for its

implementation (Pigott, 1966: 214) , Since 1947, the National Building Research

Institute had been looking into ·scientil ic" ways of reduCing building costs. Areas ot

investigation included finding "minimum standards below which no dwellings could be

erected", optimum housing layout and density criteria, and research into euemauve

materials and cheap construction methods for "urban Bantu housing" (Wilkinson, t 963:

60). The 'scientmc' research was combined with skills training of African labour,

creating a productive work-force to build this rational housing.

The first township to be built along these lines wa Kwa-Thema in the Johannesburg

region in 1950. Five sub-committees of the NBRI examined the various aspects of
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housing costs including structure , building materials, overheads and profits of building

contractors , "unorthodox' methods of construction and me elfiCiency and productivity

of labour (Pigott, 1986: 184) . Further refinements, such as reducing yet further space

and materials standards, led to the development o! the standard lour-room 5116 and

5119. Rows upon regimented rows of mess hoUSElS, popularly known as "match

boxes", were to dominate the African urban landscape, in "archipelagos of relentlessly

impoverished 'suburbs" (Wilkinson, 1983: 83).

Alongside conventional housing projects, sites and services schemes were

incorporated into housing projects to reduce costs still further, Built as a complement

to conventional housing , they were to be replaced at a later stage by permanent

sheller, either by the residents or the municipalities. The site and services schemes

were a means by which the State could provide housing fast enough to respond to the

urgency 01 the situation , whilst not drawing excessively on lunds intended lor

conventional housing in the "properly planned townships" (Wilkinson, 1983:78).

The series of measures outlined above were to term the backbone of the South

Alrican State's housing policy until the 1960s. Between 1948 and 1962, an average

0111 ,386 houses lor Atncans were built annually. This compares with the 1,573 built

annually between 1920 and 1948 (Bloch and Wilkinson, 1982: 26). The peak was

reached in 1957/58 when over 11 ,000 houses were built by the Johannesburg

municipality alone. The cost of individual houses was reduced to 150 British

pounds(Pigoft, 1986: 233). Many of these houses were reduced to two rooms or less.

In continuing efforts to reduce costs, items that were not "absolutely essential" were

deleted (Pigon, 1986: 221). The picture of housing construction was uneven across

the country. Respond ing to specific local polil ical and economic pressures, local
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authOrities reacted dlflerently (MorriS. 1982: 66). For example , in Durban, where the

'reserves' bordered the "white areas". only 5,115 houses were built dJring 1957 and

1960. whilsl: 1.576 hostels tor siogle migrants were built. In Cape Town, historically a

"c:oIOUred" area. virtually no Atrican housing was built " . Pretoria saw the

establishment oJ a single township. providing 12,438 dweNings up to 1958.

Despite the claim by the Department 01 Native Allairs in 1955 that the "solution 01 the

Bantu housing problem has now reached... the end 01 the beginning" (cited in

Wilkinson, 1983:65), the story was far Irom over. Hesistanca in me urban areas

continued. In previous years. struggle had focussed on the lack of State intervention

in lhe sphere 01consumption. Now thai the State had intervened, the issues became

even more politiciZed . Squaner removals and $lum clearances (used to remove AIrican

freehold rigtrls, e.g. SophiatownJraised protests not only from Africans but from white

hberas too. Increases In rents and lransport, to minimize State subsidies, provoked

widespread rent and bus boycotts. Inc:l.lstrial Afriean worlulrs still could not allord to

pay "economic" rents. as their wages declined cyclicall y during the late 19405 and

1950s (Hindson, 1986:68). Once again , the links between production and reproduction

were made. Despite increasingly repressive "intluxco ntrol" measures, urban migration

continued apace . Between 1951 and 1960, the urban AIriCan poputaten increased

Irom 2.3 million to 3.4 miniOn. an increase 0147% (Posel, 1991: 26). Many 01 these

ended up in the ~t1er areas and remaining Ireehold townships (oJwhiCh there were

a lew), rather than the striCtly controlled "model townships·.

The spiralling urban resistance through mass action, boycot1s. strikes and civil

\1 The Na t i ona li s t s int roduced a
Po l icy " in t he Cape i n t he mi d- 1 950s t o
f o r t hei r los s o f t he fr anc hi s e .
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diSObedienCe and State response culminated in the shooting of volcanic anti-pass

demonstrators in Sharpe ville on the 23rd March 1960. This marked the beginning of

a second , more violent and sinister process of 'ethnic cleansing' phase of apartheid

policy. Urban and housing policy was reversed in a concerted effort to expel Africans

from the "white urban areas". Between 1969 and 1982, an estimated more than 3.5

million Africans were subjected to forced removals (lOAF: 19). This marked the

significant political role played by the Homeland system, particularly between 1963-73,

in attempting to 'solve' the 'racial question'(Oavies: 33). This was an elaborate attempt

to answer the whites' fears of African political domination created by growth of cities,

by returning to the social and physical divisions which existed many years before. But.

the situation became not conducive for the smooth operation of the capital, and hence

"between 1960 and 1963 South Africa experienced a net outflow of foreign capita! of

between 60% and 134% of the levels of the inflow recorded in 1958" (Davies: 27).

Nonethe less, despite the swift "Machiavellian" style of the reign of State terror, the

content of urban struggles, albeit rts dented structure, remained intact. The history of

these strugg les is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.

3,0 ~TATE TOP-OQWN REFORM PROGRAMMES:

The apartheid pol itiCal repl'ession that followed the 1961 anti-pass Sharpeville

Massacre seemed to have ushered in a period 01 stabil ity which subsequently ra

att racted foreign capital during the late 1960s and eMy 1970s. The conditions

favoured the ruling power elite and the capital whose consoucaucn and initiative

created 'the golden age ot aparth eid"(Davies: 30). This meant the growth of the

industrial sector with the need lor a sk.illed Iabour-Ioree. Strict pass and inllUll control

gave way to tolerance of the 'i/legal' work-force whose low-wage ensured maximum

profit.

However, the failure of both the State and capi1al lo provide a!fOfdable housing for the

labour force, which was stilt regarded as the 'SOjourners' in 'white' urban areas,

created a crisis ot reproduction which gave rise to land invasions and the

mushrooming 01 squatter sett lements which were ollen below socially acceptable

standards. "With the collapse ot reserve prodUCIion,labour markel manipulation by the

state was no longer adequate 10 secure (AE)production of labour power- (Hindson:

82). The State was forced to imervene, afbell WIthin the strategy 01 regulating AlriCan

uroeoeatcn. in a massive way. New housing projects within the Bantustans USing

"funas lrom the Bantu Aevet"l.le Accounts of the Bantu Administ ratiOn AHai rs Boards"

(Hindson: 82) were undertak.en. Many huge townships such as Mdantsane near East

London, zweesna near King Williamstown. and Umlazj nea r Durban. were

incorporated into the Bantustans ·within reach of major industrial and commercial
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areas" (Hindson:). Workers were able to commute daily between work and home.

Thus, the government thought it had solved. once and for all, the problem of the

capital demand for a sett led labour force within the context of its racial policies.

Consequently, there was a decline of Atrican housing construction in 'white' urban

areas, and the expansion of single-sex hostel accommodation. From the early 1970s

up to the 1980s. the government almost stopped provid ing public housing for low

income groups.

Following the international outcry against pass ar'ld influx controls which destroyed the

tabnc ot many African famil ies. the Minister ot Bantu Admin istration ar'ld Development

announced in 1973, limited urban reforms that were designed to co-opt "k.ey workers"

{Hindson: 81 }. They were eonueo to be joined by their "wives" in urban areas, but not

their "children" (Hindson: 81 ). This was to be guided by the availability of a 'suitable'

housing as understood by the government. All in all, the late 1960s and early 1970s,

witnessed the use of material constraints, i.e., accommodation and employment,

coupled with tolerance, as a mechanism lor regulating Atrican urbanization.

Deproclamation of townships and controls over squatt ing and illegal settlement helped

to regulate African urbanization (Hindson: 82). Nonetheless, the decline 01 the

economy in the mid-1 970s, coupled with the political mobilization heralded by

independent trade unions, saw tolerance giving way to active State intervention.
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pHASE 1: 1979 -1 985

3.1 .0 " TOTAL STRATEGY": THE MILITARIZATION OF THE URBAN QUESTION

By the ear1y 1970s, the State's urban policies of the 1950s and 1960s had resulted

in a qualitative decline in the living conditions of urban Africans. The advance of

popular urban struggles were not confined to trade unions, whose 1973 Durban

spontaneous industrial strikes spread throughouf the country signalling the first cracks

in the 'golden age' , and other forces emerged in the late 1970s, particular1y among

students.

The dominant ideology of the time was the Black Consciousness Movement (BCM)

with 'war' cry such as: 'Slack man. you are on your own. rise up and light back the

White oppressor' . This is the political movement Which was able to insti l the then

missing Sp4rit of anger and hatred for the system and indeed, resilience. and helped

to locus the urban struggles. A number of community based social movements sprang

up, particular1y among the youth. The apex 01 this phase was the explosion of the 16th

June 1976 Soweto urban strugg les whiCh put the plight 01 urban Africans at the top

of the agenda of both the capital and State.

The country-wide urban strugg les, with growing tmks and greater unity at different

levels, that followed, shocked the ruling power elite to the core. They completely

transformed the urban question from that of the 'golden age' 01the 1960s to a deep

organic crisis which denied the regime strategic political initiative. It is important to

note that what ignited the urban crisis was the issues closely related with State

provision of "collect ive consumption", l.s. the Bantu Education and housing. They
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become a rallying point around which the people were mobilised for broader national

pol~fcal issues that challenged the legitimacy of the state. Even the government

appointed Cillie Commission, that was assigned with the task. of establishing the root

causes of the conflicts, fully agreed that these were:

"a great shortage (of housing), overcrowding, lack of funding, too-high
rents and the serious lack. of services and facilities in most Black
townships" (Morris cited in Smith: 44).

The imposition 01the Community Council Act 011977 in the townships, whose major

role was the administering of housing and raising revenue mainly through rents and

service charges, fuelled the already volatile political situation. In Soweto, social unrest

and militancy led to the collapse of the Bantu Council after the rent increase, and saw

the emergence of one of the first contemporary urban social movements, the

Committee of Ten (CoT). The rejection of the Community ccoocue (CCs) and the

emergence of opposing community based social movements was a common trend

throughout South Africa which became a vivid rejection of top-down representation

offered by the Bantu Councils.

The urban organic crisis led to fright and disappearance of foreign capital, the

"collapse of the economic, political and ideological conditions which had hitherto

sustained a form of capital accumulation based predominantly on cheap, unskilled

black labour" (Davies: 37). Given the deep nature of the crisis, the regime was faced

with two possible choices: either to go all out for a counter reign of terror as in the

1960s, or adopt a "carrot and stick." strategy, i.e. a reform of the apartheid structures

coupled with the 'necessary' repression which would ensure perpetual white political

control. The latter was most favoured by the government's most powerful allies, the
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monopoly capitalist crass forces represented by big businesses, whilst "large sections

of white petty bourgeoisie and white labour have been opposed to atl attempts 10

modify 'traditional' apartheid, fearing that this was the first step in a process of

sacrifiCing their privileges" (Davies: 37). They yearned for the re-tntrcducticn of the

reign of terror that brought them the ofd 'golden age'. The political differences in their

way lorward brought about a irreconcilable schism within the old white nationalistic

alliance. In the ensuing political struggle, the monopoly capital, with the backing of top

echelons of the military who had the political insight of the present, past and luture,

prevailed.

The Transvaal Chamber of Commerce advocated the need for the creation of an

African middle class. There was then a feeling that it Africans Could be given their

share of the capitalist cake, all would be well. They would not only just be able to

defend the system. but be actively interested in defending the system. However, the

existing apartheid structures. as they were created for solely top-down white

domination over Africans, could nOI cater for this new situation. It thus became an

urgent mailer to restructure the apartheid mechanism of political contro l. The first and

foremost stumbling block towards this goal was identified as the then right-wing Prime

Minister, wil h his past Nazi connections (8. Bunting: 97). J.B.Vosler and his heir

apparent, Dr Connie Mulder. In a palace coup thai followed, which was preceded by

the Monopoly Capital Class promoted Information (or Muldergate) scandal" that

destroyed the political standing 01Dr Mulder, he was superseded by the militarist and

12 In an attempt t o c oun t e r the 'anti-South Af r i c a n '
propaganda , that f all owed t he 1 97 6 Soweto Ur ba n Struggles , the
Informati on Department was used t o estab l ish many internal and
external pro-government front s f und e d by t a x - pa ye r s ' money ,
Inevit<lble , mi ll i ons of t he South Afric<ln R<lnds (currency ) be c<lme
uoacccun t ed for . Dr Mulder be C<lme o ne o f the victims o f t he
s c.anda I e nae follo wed .
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reformist power block led by the then Minister of Defence, P.W. acee in

September,1978. The new power bloc made up of the "s ecorotar' and Monopoly

Capital brought new initiatives and set the stage for new top-down urban reforms.

The urban reform process that was adopted in the late 1970s became known as 'total

strategy". In essence. the approach aimed at promoting and protecting 'free enterprise'

in South Africa from what was regarded as the 'communist total onslaught'. Briefly

stated, this described the militarization of the white society against what the military

generals perceived as the 'communist total onslaught' upon 'democratic' South Africa.

ThiS concept referred to a strategic perspective that was first seen out in the

government's 1977 White Paper on Defence. According to the White Paper:

"The resolution of a conflict in the times in which
interdependent and co-ordinated action in all
psychological, political, sociological..." (Idaf: 75).

we live demands
fields - military,

Over the years, South Africa's generals assumed increasing executive control (lOAF:

75). By ear1y 1978, the military and police establishment had become the dominant

force in the government. and through the National Security Management System it

largely directed the regime's strategy during the successive State of Emergency

imposed after the nationwide uprising which began in September 1984. At its apex

was the State Security Council which, although technically a committee of the cabinet,

usurped many of the cabinet's executive functions. Under the State President, it drew

together senior cabinet ministers, military and police commanders, the head of the

National Intelligence Service and the civil servants heading government departments

(Idaf: 75).
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This strategy, based on the sophisticated exercise 01 winning the "hearts and minds"

01 the target urban Africans, became a new gale-way lor state intervention. Cole has

cennnec four key government initiatives to this effect: "the Riekert Commission to

investigate urban policy: the Wiehahn Commission to examine industrial relations: the

President's Council 10 look at a new ccnsunmonar framework; and Ihe Slate Security

Council to explore a coherent National Security Strategy" (Cole: 18). But, a further

lnitiative, albeit the brain-child of the businesscommunity, should be included here:Ihe

creation of the Urban Foundation whose initiatives have left an indelible mark on the

South African housing policy. In short, all these housing policy linked reformist

initiatives, as argued below, were part of an attempt by the power ru ling elite "to

reconstitute the means of domination on terms favourable" (Cole: 18 ) 10 themselves.

All bUI one initiative, the WiehaM Commission which complements the Riekert

Recommendations. are analyzed.

3.1.1 THE RIEKERT COMMISSION:

Basicaily, the Riekert Report of 1979 on Manpower Utilization proposed a relaxation

on the mobility of urban Alrican labour whilst, at the same time, motivating an

intenSification of control over non-urban labour. The Africans were to be divided into

urban 'insiders', with permanent rights to live in urban areas, and rural 'outsiders' with

less access to the urban areas than before (M. Sutcliffe: 89). In other words, "inllux

control" was to be intensified over the Africans without section Ten (1) e.e.c rights' ),

"This Act recogni zed that urban Af r i can who was bo r n i n an
urban area, or who had been worki ng fo r a single empl oye r
continuou sly for 10 years (or 15 year s if for seve ra l emp l oyers)
wa s entitled to residential rights .
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thus claiming to protect the urban 'insiders' from the would be rural 'outside' invaders.

Large increases in fines lor 'i llegal" employment and residence were to be imposed.

Directly put, the "bu rden of influx control was too be placed on employers and

townships households" (Hindson: 84). So, the spirit of privatization of the urban

question was set to take shape through the Riekert Report recommendations.

The failure of the Commission to question one of the pillars of the apartheid policy 

the Bantustan system - and its insistence on dividing Africans into 'insiders' and

'outsiders', justifies the argument that it hoped to make the system more comfo rtable.

By endowing the 'insiders' with 'urban citizenship" (cited in Swilling: xi) rather than

"political citizenstup' (cited in SWilling : xi), the State's assumption was that Africans

were more concerned with the provision of "collective consumption" rather than the

democratization process . By flooding them with capital, or by meeting some 01their

urban demands, the urban sodal movements would be drowned and the revofuncoary

spirit would consequently be watered down. In short, Riekert encouraged the

government to embark on a course that would guarantee its sharing of 'ccuecnve

consumption" with African 'insiders', without threatening Iheir (while) moncpojste hold

on political power. Africans, as whole, were still to exercise and enjoy their political

rights in their respect ive 'tribal ' homelands or in Black Local Authorities (BLAs) in

urban areas (M. Sutcliffe: 89).

The Rieken proposals were later given material sustenance by three Koomhof Bills re

introduced in 1982 as the Black Communities Development Bill, the Black Local

Authorities BiH and the Orderly Movement Settlement of Black Persons Bill (Cole: 18).

In terms of Cole's analysis, the latter, despite its failure to reach the statute books,

was specuceay aimed at crushing growing informal squatter settlements in the urban
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~reas {Cole: 18}. The Bills relating to the creation 01 African local authorities did,

however, reach the statute books. The discredited 'Community Councils' (CCs) were

10 be superseded by local authorities, i.e. the BLAs, thus 'empowering' the urban

Africans. It was further wished that the political decentralization would subsequently

lead to privatization of township housing and services. The private sector and the

community, through the BLAs, were expected to take overthe housing market. Central

government would then withdraw from the market. So, fhe Rieken reccmmancations

were designed to enable the efficient operation cttne market Simply put, it was hoped

that they would be able to unleash the market lorces which would in turn ensure the

withdrawal of the State and promotion of privatization, However, as argued later (cf.p

51), their assumption was wrong.

Nonetheless, "the flight of impoverished Africans from the country-side to the cit ies

and the mushrooming of peri-urban squatter settlements inside and outside the

Bantustans' (Hindson), coupled with the ANC's clarion call to make South Africa

ungovernable and apartheid unworkable, rendered me Rieken recommendations on

influx control futile. The ANC's call involved land invasions and the erection of squatter

settlements , such as Crossroads in me Western Cape, on 'all' open urban spaces.

This 'uncontrolled' African urbanization resulted in an increase 01"the growth rate from

3.2% per annum before 1980 to approximately 5,5% per annum in the post-1980

period" (M. Sutcliffe: 88). The poor. therefore, regressed in order to progress, and

these land invasions were not just symbols of mass protest against the racist housing

policies. By solving their housing problems outside the process of production (often

et socially unacceptable levels), Ihe poor endeavoured to redefine the process anew.

In such Similar situations, the concerned people. organized around social movements,

have every polit ical right to lobby lor slate 's intervention. Such intervention would
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ensure the transfer of the "Means of Collective Consumption" to the community, and

further help to facilitate the process of commodification. The failure to intervene would

mean a slow process of commodification during which many parncicants. t.a. the

economically weak/vulnerable. would be expelled and replaced or bought out by the

rich.

Those Riekerl recommendations which promoted the idea of the creation of local

authorities and the privatization of the welfare were implemented, and they gave blrth

to social movements on a national scale. They ignited the mass urban insurrection of

the 1980s that actualized the concept of "dual power", with the urban social

movements controlling the townships which had became a "no go area" for the

govemmerit.

3.1.2 THE NEW CONSTITUTION:

Following the Riekert Commission's recommendations of turn ing Community ccuncns

into fully-fledged local authority status, the first Black Local Authority Act came into

effect in August 1983. The National Party government set up a new political

dispensation in terms of recarmcamerat constitutional arrangemerits atlocal. regional

and national levels, inter alia, for urban Africans' participation in their 'general affairs'

government. Wrth housing as their primary administrative Junction, the BLAs became

immediate political enemies of the township communities. They were seen to be

responsible for rent increases, poor housing conditions and inadequate services. In

response to the entire three-pronged Koornhof Bills package, in August 1983, an

alliance of an estimated 700 progressive and predominantly community and labour
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based organizations, representing an estimated 2 million people under the common

banner of the Freedom Charter (Wolpe, 1988: 78), formed the United Democratic

Front (UDF). The use ot rent-boycotts by urban social movements (the major source

of income for the BLAs) became the significant tool for undermining the smooth

running ot the Black Local Authorities. For example, during the national rent-boycotts,

one of the then least politicized areas, Natal, was able to inflict a delidt of an

estimated R2.5 million (c.$800, 000).

The creation of the UDF was, therefore, the revival of the extra-parnamentary politics,

and providing a legal forum in which people fought for both "ccuectwe consumption"

and their ·political cuzansntp- (Ibid:xi). It brought together people from all political

persuasions in a National Democratic Struggle (NOS), and managed to attract into

its fold even the inorganic intellectuals, l.e. the white democrats, and set the scene for

an unprecedented development of social movements in South African history. The past

diflerences which prevailed between "prccucnon and reproduction terrains was now

welded into a common arena within which Black urban struggle was waged· (cited in

Smith: 48). It was these differences which had been exploited by the system in the late

19705, when the then less politically aware 'amagoduka' [l.a. 'migrant' workers in

single-sex dormitories) re fused to be ponncany 'dictated' to by township 'schoolboys'

and resulted in state instigated 'father on son' violence.

The phenomenon of interclassism emergence resulted in "the wedding of production

based and consumption-based struggles· (cited in Smith: 47). casteus' notion of

interclassism struggle was, therefore, realised through the tcrmanon of the UDF in

South Africa. Perhaps, the question of institutionalised racism which had been

decla red a heresy, a crime against humanity, by the international community the world
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over actualized all this in South Africa.

However, it has to be pointed out that casteus' tater argument of urban social

movements autonomy from the political parties does not hold in the South African

context. The South Africa urban struggles, with both class and racial contents, has

shown that the survival and political impact of these urban social movements depends

largely on their close relationship with the political parties. In line with the earlier

radical work of c eetene. the UDF could not have survived the test of time without the

ANC's vanguard support. It was led by the ANC stalwarts at all political levels, and

became the mouth.piece of the then banned ANC. Furthermore, I would argue that

Castells' notion of social movements' autonomy from the political parties is the under

belly of his theory. My basis of criticism is that in any democratic system, the route to

authentic corridors of power is rea listically through the political parties. Given the

context within which cestens wrote his later thesis, it becomes confusing and absurd

for him to think. that the social movements would have prevailed in their endeavours

without political cernes.

In the context of escalating political mobilization, struggles on the ground - including

those being waged by urban squatter communities · sparked off widespread civil

unrest between 1984/87, leading to the collapse of many of these bodies under the

weight of election, boycotts and assassinations of councillors. Thus interclassrsm

urban insurrection paved the way for the defeat of influx control. By 1984, largely as

a result of wide-scale land invasions and squatter resistance that followed, local

officials in places like Western Cape were openly admitting (to the embarrassment of

the central government) the failure of influx control. The consequences of their

confession was the tcmore-cown of some of the anti-African urbanization laws like the
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Coloured Labour Preferential Policy (CLPP). and the introduction of me 99 year

leasehOld lor Africans in the Western Cape Ho....ever. the government thought thai

through the restrucllJring Of the local governments it could sti ll satIIage some political

control, and hence stabl lrty, throughout the country. This became a priority.

Dunng the peak of the 1984 urban struggles, the BLAs _re inaugurated and Iorcefuly

imposed on urban Africans. In an attempt to overcome 'non·collaboration· strategies.

the following legislation ....as enacted by the government :

(a) The Regional Services Councils Amendment Act (No.49 Of t SOOJ : To
grant the Provincial Administrator the right 10 perform the duties of a
local authority where it refuses or fails to perform duties as laid out by
ee Administrator. As pan of IhiS process. the appoinled lownShip
administrator is deemed to be the local authority and represents its
interests on the refellant RSC.

(b) The Blad!. loca! Authonties A!Tl9ndment Bill (June t 988): To further
empower the Provisional Administrator 10 order a person or body to act
lor a local authonty where it is found that the ob;ecl 01 legiSlation is
being frustrated . The Administrator may remove a person from elected
cttce if sheJhe fails 10 lake c tsce or refuses to partiCipate in the lawful
proceedings of a local authori ty . Where there are no elected oHiCiats.
e.g. through en masse resignation under community pressure, me
Administrator can appoint members to manage or control the authority
until an election can be held.

(c) Proclamation R97 of t988 (Emergencv Regulations!. read with
Government NQtice t 112 of 19S5: To prohibit the activities of 18
organizations. including the UDF, AZAPO. the National Education Crisis
Committee. lOW'nship and youth organizations. To ban any attempt at
initiating or encouraging boycott tactics, ....hich includes the Oclober 1988
muniCipal elections. By in'9icatiOn, the boycott ban also appears to
disallow participatlQn by UDF and AZAPO groups .

(dj The Promotion of Constitutional DevelOpment SiR(June 19S5I : On
the 20 June 1988, PreSident P.W.Botha announced plans for a National
Cou ncil. This was to facilitate the incluSion 01African people at a third
tier level of parl iament To be a forum to debate and negotiate a new
const itutional Irame\IIQf1<. tnet will bring African people tote parliament.
Provision was made for 36 members. including 9 members elected by
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Black local authorities and the Chief Minister of the self-governing
homelands. (Indicator; 17).

In theory , the promotion of local governments was a welcome sign of good intention

towards the democratization of the system. But international experience has shown

that oppressive regimes, the world over, often use "decentralization" as the means of

political control , In South Africa, the BLAs were then used as a mechanism of politlcal

control. Nonetheless, trom their inception, these were under-financed in line with

Riekert's wishes of promoting privatization. In an attempt to be self-sufficient and

viable, "between March and September 1984, fourteen Councils on the Witwatersrand

announced rent and service charge increases" (Cole; 19), This became the midwife

of the urban struggles that engulfed the whole country beginning in September 1984

in the Vaal. South Africa became ungovernable and the duel over "dual power"

became a reality, Led by the Vanguard political movement, the ANC, the progressive

urban social movements were able to exercise "dual power" alongside the power of

the State, In a highly volatile political climate. both sides attempted to stamp their

perspectives indelibly on public opinion and on the future. So, the govemmentlost its

sole monopoly in policy formulation and the control overof all institutions, geographical

areas and other aspects of Africans' lives in the townships. Thus, the National Party

government lost its legitimacy over urban Africans. The rudimentary organs of people's

power emerged to fill the vacuum in the form of street and area committees. people's

courts, civic organizations, issue based structures in education, health. housing, etc.

Around these, people organized to challenge the regime. They gave birth to a tradition

of mass participation.

However, it has to be pointed out that this situation of "dual power" created a once
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unthinkable phenomenon, the space of negotiation which was used by the urban social

movements to gradually but consistently strip the apartheid government of its cont rol

over some state inst itutions and society generally. This is a process of gradual dis

empowering of the apartheid state. It is within this space of negot iations that today the

ANC and the government are involved in the "talks about talks" concerning the

adoption of a new and democrat ic South Arncan constitut ion.

3,1.3 THE STATE SECURITY COUNCIL:

AS part of the 'total onslaught' st rategy. the National Security Management System,

at regional and local levels established 11 Joint Management Centres (JMCs), 60 sub

JMSs and over 350 mini-JMCs" (lOAF: 75) throughout the country. All were usually

chaired by local or regional military commanders. Their first and foremost task was to

act as the political , economic and intelligence eyes and ears of the central

government.

Using the "carrot and stick" approach, the JMCs began to target specific communities

for upgrading. These were those urban areas identif ied by the government as national

'security risks' : the so-called oil spots, The first move towards the ultimate control of

these areas was to cut them ott from the outside world and regulate the movement of

the inhabitants. For example, the New Brighton township near Port Elizabeth was first

encircled with blade wire, then the house to house search for so-called 'communist'

agitators began. Where government imposed local authorities existed, the upgrading

of the exist ing housing stock or squatter set tlements followed (e.g, Crossroads and

Alexander Townsh ip) in the hoped of co-opting the ceopte.
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A classic case of the nature of JMC repression that still haunts the minds of the

progressive activists, internally and internationally, was the 1986 destruction of the

Crossroads Communities, "once the crucible 01 squatter resistance" (Cole: 17) in

South Africa, by the ' witdoeke" supported by the South African security forces. The

destruction ' was a crifical forerunner to the State's ability to reshape Cape's urban

areas according to new reformist and security initiatives" (Cole: 17), Furthermore, this

action was crucial to force the 'illegal' squatters to the then politically unaccepted

government identified and controlled peripheral spot of "orde~y urbanization" process,

te.. Khayelitsha township,

In short the JMCs were counter-revolutionary instruments of the NSMS, They helped

to penetrate and co-opt the urban African communities. and hoped to pull the rug from

under the feet of the urban social movements. Nonetheless, because the socar

movements were weI! organised trom below, government endeavours became a futile

exercise. The collapse of the Community ccuoces through ungovemability

demonstrated the failure of the government's top-down approach to suppress the

advance of "people's power".

3.1.4 HOUSING PRIVATIZATION AND THE ROLE OF THE URBAN FOUNDATION:

John Turner has defined Non-Governmental Organizations' (NGOs) involvement in

housing as "acting as catalysts for change to enable communities and as mediators"

(Drabik: X). This defin ition is used as a means of discussing the role played by the

U.F. in the evolvement of housing policy in South Africa.

One of the striking features of NGOs is that they often emerge in l imes of political
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crisis when a Slate's legitimacy is challenged, This is often associated with the failure

to deliver the necessary means of "collective consumption", The NGOs operate in

those areas where both the state and market are either unwilling or unable to ensure

the reproduct ion of the labour power. This is often said to be done in the name of

equityt.e. the redistribution at a country's resources. However, it has to be

emphasized that such aid is always not without strings attached, and is usually aimed

to promote the ideology of private property as was the case in South Africa. NGOs,

therefore, are essentially political entities aimed at ensuring the present and future

survival of the system. This has endowed them with an ambiguous status. On the one

hand, where they appear to be working in close liaison with oppressive regimes, they

are otten branded as 'imperialist tools'. On the other, where they have taken sides in

opposition to the oppressive status quo, they are usually accused of interfering in

domestic affairs. All this can be strongly argued as being true of the Urban Foundation

which emerged in 1979.

The appalling housing conditions, manifested by inadequate urban services, housing

shortages and over-crowonq in African townships, led to the deepening of urban

crisis, and this became more apparent from the late 1970s. The failure of the existing

housing delivery approaches in South Africa, therefore, set the stage for the Urban

Foundation's . intervention. Its objectives were the 101l0wing: (a) to promote the quality

of life of Black urban communities by promoting peaceful structural changes especially

in the areas of housing, education, training and employment; (b) to be a link between

these communities and the private (and public) sectors and (c } thereby to contribute

to the establishment of a society founded upon justice and the explicit recognition of

the dignity and freedom of the individual (cited in Walker: 18}.
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However, it has to be pointed out that all this had to be pursued within the existing

white political hegemony. Put more directly, these objectives were to be achieved

without threatening the white monopoly of political power. It thus stands to reason that

the Urban Foundation, from its inception, was engaged in an enabling strategy that

hoped to ensure the survival and nounsnmenr of the capitalist system under white

political control. As the u men Foundation unashamedly admits, it is: "an extension of

commerce and industry, expressing the considered opinions of the nation's leading

businessmen and industrialists" (cited in Walker: 18). This is further supported by the

crass nature of the composition of its Board of Governors which was made up of

prominent members of monopoly capital, a few liberal academics, government

supporters and critics, and since f981 , a few Africans (cited in Walker: 18) who were

perceived as liberal 'white' men in African skins. Conceming u roan Foundation

funding, the Anglo-American Corporation, which by 1987 owned 54% of the stocks

listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, contributed approximately 34% of all the

funding that came from both the international and internal business communities (Cited

in Walker: 19).

The initial involvement of the U.F. in urban African housing was based mainly on relief

and charitable eucrts which can be accused of being far from confidence building. In

the early 1980s, however, it found itself. perhaps unconsciously, in direct confrontation

wrth the doctrine of apartheid. It started to get involved with both the 'insiders' and the

threatened 'illegal' squatter communities. Through workshops, it helped them to

develop their own locally-based projects and programmes, and in the process,

empowered them with the skills of negotiation which enabled them to organize

themselves to negotiate on better terms with those who controlled the resources they

needed, t.e. the state,
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Based on a laissez-faire policy, i.e. of nottl)'ing 10 solve the housing crisis by throwing

money at them, the Urban Foundation attempted to redress the housing backlog by

first focusing - in line with its original idea of creating a propertied class - on the

burgeoning African middle class. It acquired empty land within the existing townships

and built private housing which became vel)' popular with that target group, while

resented by the urban social movements as an ettempt to divide the Africans into

property owners and the dispossessed. This scheme initially fell under the "99 year

leasehold system, and later freehold rights and the adjustments made to influx control

in 1986"(Walker: 20). So, the creation of subsidized housing schemes for the African

middle classes in residential areas such as Malunga Park in Guguletu near Cape

Town and Selection PaM\. in SOWETO were a conscious attempt. by both the State

and capital, to create an African propertied class which it was hoped would defend the

system in times of political crisis.

Urban Foundation role was later extended to cover the upgrading of squatter

settlements in line with ·orderly urbanization" policy like site C in xnevenrsre near

Cape Town. All in all, in essence, the U.F.'s primal)' task was to help towards the

commercialization of the welfare. Its intervention in squatter settlements was able to

facilitate the commodification process. The stage was thus set for a new actor, the

market forces such as "private developers, finance institutions, individuals and

employers" (cited in Smith: 46) to influence, albeit without threatening the State's

hidden controlling hand, the urbanization process. African public housing stock was

subsequently privatized. This was. then, the oeginnings of State withdrawals and the

ascanoance of the market.

Although the easing of housing racial laws was welcomed as a process towards the
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empowerment of urban Atncans, given the economic level occupied by the majority

of them , the privatization of welfare meant that the reverse would be achieved. Only

the middle class would have access to housing. In essence, then, privatization was

the process of denying the majority of the urban Atncans access to affordable housing.

This theory is supported by the timing of the process. This took place when housing

poverty had reached a terminal stage. This was a time when it was estimated that

South Atnce would have to erect "almost 5 million homes in the next decade at a rate

of 400, 000 a year if housing needs are 10 be met"(cited in Smith: 48), and when 84%

of Africans could not pay for housing without subsidies (cited in T.Sotha & S,Kaplinsky

:17). It is, therefore, no wonder that this process ultimately deepened - the already

deep - urban political crisis. and led to more land invasions and 'i llegal' squatters.

Nonetheless, in the process of Urban Foundation housing activities, a space of

negotiation was created which helped the access to housing by the people. In other

words, albeit unintentionally, it became a mechanism through Which some people were

able to receive urban facilities from the government.

3.1.5 EVALUATION:

This section has attempted to argue that the State, through the Riekert Commission,

the Urban Foundation, the President's Council, and the Slate Security Council,

endeavoured to redress the socio-poli tical and economic problems that had tom apart

South African society, on its own terms. The reforms of the 1980s had the effect of

generating new contradictions. The local authorities, faced with fiscal crisis and

privatization, brought to the lore volatile issues like declining real incomes and living

conditions in the urban areas (M SUlcli lfe: 89) , They subsequent ly became the

immediate identifiable enemies. The country's wide 1984-85 urban insurrection left
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many councillors dead through 'necktecnq' " , and led to me collapse of almost all

the urban local authorities (statistics). It, therefore, had the potential to turn into a

seizure of state power, and necessitated a coherent counter-revolutionary strategy

from Ihe government A new urban reform programme, 'crderty' urbanization became

an integral part of this counter slralegy. II is, therefore, against Ihis urban crisis of

hegemony that the "Forced Birth Delivery" 01 'order1 y' urbanizalion was realized in April

1966.

PHASE 2 : 1966

3.2.0 WHITE PAPER ON "ORDERLY URBANIZATION":

In 1965, the President's Council (PC) urbanization strategy proposed the discarding

01the much of government's "influx control", and recommended that the term influx

control be replaced by the notion of "order1 y urbanization". Most of its

recommendations were incorporated into the government's White Paper on

urbanization, tabled in April 1966 which defined 'orderly' urbanuation as:

"the freedom of movement of all citizens and also refers fa the operation
of economic and socar forces and continent obligations. It means further
that the process 01urbanization must be ordered, planned and directed
by predominantly indirect forms of contrci. such as incentive and
restrictive measures, as well as by direct measures comprising
legislation and ordinances" (cited in M. sutcntte: 91).

" ' Necklacing ' is a terrible execution where a car-t y r e
soa ked in petrol is tied around an identified governmen t agent ' s
nec k and is then set ablaze , and it did instil a degree of fear
among the collaborators.
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Thus it was a pragmatic response to deep urban crisis, and set the political framework

for a new phase of urban reform. According to Cole, "The overall objective of the

proposed orderly urban ization strategy was to develop a com prehensive and co-

ordinated urban strategy which did not abandon all restrictions on the movement and

settlement of people" (Cole: 19). At the same time, it retained control via indirect and

"racially neutral" mechanisms. In other words, although the White Paper accepted the

prinCiple oj freedom of movement - within and between urban ereas . as well as the

necessity and desirability of urban ization , it emphasized that th is process should be

"planned" and "ordered" (M. Sutcliffe : 91).

Unlike the Riekert Commission Report of 1979, the White Paper accepted

demographic realities. It accepted the fact that African urbanization had become a

reality which could not be reversed or wished away. Influx control has, therefore, since

been 'abolished'. The enabling legislation came into operation in 1 July 1986, but

excluded the migration of Africans from the 'independent' homelands (Transkei,

Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei • TBVC), who lost their South African citizenship

during the 'independence' of these homelands. In short, "orderly urbanization" policy

involved the following two pronged strategy:

(a) the identification by the government of 'suitable' sites lor urban
settl ements; tough control over spontaneous informal and 'illegal '
squatter settlements ; and the use 01 the Slums Act to empower the
government or the landlords to deal with 'illegal' land invasions and
squatter settlements that followed ;

(b) the privatization of the housing market which would in turn encourage
the withdrawal of the State, and the private sector and the tocal
governments were expected to play a leading role in this process
(Indicator: 95).
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The mechanisms to implement the government's new urbanization strategy were

provided by four main Acts passed before parliament closed in June 1986:

- The Identifi cation Act 011986 which aimed at repealing the Pass laws
System.

- The Abolishing of Influx Control Act NO.58 of 1986: In essence this Act
was two pronged. First, ~ provided a vehicle for the scrapping of influx
control through the use of legislation that had ellected such control.
Second, it was designed to deal with the possible consequences of rapid
urbanization that may result from such institution of freedom of
movement.

- The Bla~ Community Amendment Act No.74 of 1986: This was an
enabler Act whose first and foremost task was to search for strateqies
that would unleash the market forces within the housing market. It hoped
to privatize the housing market by attracting the private sector and
encouraging the State's withdrawal.

- The Restoration of South African Citizenship Act No.n of 1986: The
granting 01 South Africancitizenship did not aftect homelands'cmzensbp'
status. Such individuals were, therefore, expected to have 'dual
citizenship'. TBVC citizens to whom South African citizenship was thus
restored would, therefore. enjoy the same freedom of movement then
extended to other black. citizens of the Republic (Indicator:).

As already acknowledged, with regards to the policy formulation, this was a significant

shift from the past policies based on Verwoerdian ideology which perceived Africans

as 'sojourners' in 'white' urban South Africa. This movement was "away from

relocation to the Bantustans to control within urban areas" (Cole: 19). Fundamental to

the new 'orderly' urbanization strategy was the abolition of the pass law, and thus, a

commitment to fundamental human values and to an enhancement of the quality of

life of all communities, as part of the process of dismantling apartheid. However, as

Chris Heunis, the then Minister of Constitutional Planning and Development, wamed,

this did ' not imply that the country was heading for a period of chaotic growth of cities

and towns" (Cole: 19). He emphasized that direct measures would still be used to
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contain illegal squalling and the development of slums. It was then the sole

responsibility of the State to determine where and how development occurred 

through land use planning and the allocation of land in the urban areas. This is further

supported by the failure of the White Paper to question one of the pillars of the

apartheid system, the creation of the TBVC 'states', and hence i1 talked in terms of a

'dual citizenship'. The question of the stolen South African cuzanship of the majority

of these TBVC 'subjects' was still to be 'negotiated' with the "toy-telephones" (i.e. the

homeland leaders) whose claim to legitimacy was dependent on the survival of the

ecenneo system.

Moreover, the commercialization of wellare at the height of the reproduction crisis,

when the State was supposed to intervene to ensure the reproduction of the labour

power, was an absurd and naive political move rather than an economic one. This

demonstrated the ignorance 01 "order ty urbanization" policy makers 01 how the

capita list stale ooeratee - when it is supposed to intervene and withdraw.

The South African raCially based history of welfare services has been based on a

"Residual Model" (Indicator) whereby the State intervenes where there is crisis of

affordable housing. In 19th Century Britain,characterized by mass industrialization, the

crisis of affordable housing reproduction due to the unwillingness of Capital to invest

where there was no possibility of profit but great risk, State intervention was

necessitated through council public housing which entered the market as use-value,

l.a. object which satisfies an individual, family or collective need, thus justifying its

production. This is despite being produced with high technological standards

appl icable to a commodity. According to R. Ramirez, this use-value is a "potential

commodity", In an attempt to prevent this potential commodity from entering the
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market, the British government enacted laws that placed its public housing under the

control 01 local governments only for rent ing and not for the market consumption. The

intervenlion, Iherefore, was to ensure me long-term survival 01 the Capitalist System

as whole.

However, the Capitalist State, by its very natu re, is net a good entrepreneur. It is

created to manage the system,i.e. to ensure its rep licability. This then means that,

using po litical judgement, the state when it teee thai the housing crisis has been

redressed in a satisfactory way, has 10 withdraw. The failu re 10 do so would need 10

be explained in political terms, and would be in conflict with the spirit of Capitalism. It

is within th is essence of the Capitalist slate that the Brit ish gove rnment, during the

economic boom of the 1980s under Thatchensm, encouraged the privatization 01 the

council housing stock, some of Which is still in an appalling condition due to bad

management and maintenance by local government. But , in me South African

situation , the t iming of privatization was greatly flawed and inappropriate.

Another crit ical feature of the strategy was that of local government. "Orderly

urbanization" could not work without the supportive infrastructure - the Aegional

Services Councils (ASCs) and local authorities whose key task was the management

of the retc rm process at a local level. This point is crucial to any understanding of the

strategy as a whole, The President's Council stated this clearly in its report of 1985:

"Local government institutions should be established lor all communities
and effective measures should be taken to ensure the viability of these
authorities in view 01 the fact that they, in co-operation with all other
government institutio ns, have the part icularly important responsibility of
managing the urbanization process at a local level on a continuous
oasis" (cited in Cole : 19),
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3.2.1 CRITIQUE OF THE 1986 WHITE PAPER ON 'ORDERLY' URBANIZATION:

Analyzed in the light of the ungovernability within which "orderly urbanization" was

born, and bofh the repressive and reformist measures that followed, me policy

snrouetes one basic line of thought. My analysis is what might be misconstrued as the

sinister explanation by the South Africa regime and its supporters: that the leopard has

after all, failed to change its spots, My theory is that the dramatic events of April 1986

- the declaration of "orderly urbanization" lor Africans - albeit being an important shift

in housing policy formulation, represented not a change of heart on the part of

Pretoria. but the adoption of a more sophisticated strategy under the new reformist

leadership of President P.W. Botha.

The government thinking was that the more outrageous aspects of apartheid had

become an unnecessary provocation to the outside world and were of value only to

the worst far-right-wing white racists. The real struggle, therefore, was not to save

some wayward son of Alrikanerdom from the hazards of sex across the colour line

that might be the aftermath of massive African urbanization, but to retain power, or at

least privilege, in the hands of the white ruling power elite.

So, the, the government pragmafically declared African ·orderly urbanization" whose

internal resistance has became such an embarrassment to the infemat ional civilized

community. Once the formerly unsootusficated coercive influx control mechanisms

were out of the way · without triggering outrighf social revolution - they went through

the motions of recapturing the lost legitimacy in townships using both reformist and

repressive measures. Thus. the government erreereeo on a counter-insurgency



strategy that would ore-impose law and order in the townships, regain and legitimate

control over the urban... re-establish some control over the pace and direction of the

political precess" (Cole: 17). To be in control of urbanization, management was

central. The word 'orderly' was crucial, and the govemment actions associated with

-carrot and stiCk" tactics that fOllowed had demonstrated that the policy was no sweet

melody for the urban African.

All in all, although the political framework idenfified in the White Paper was a major

policy shift, punrnve and unrealistic measures, such as the Squatter. Slums and Black

Community Acts, remained and aimed to closely control and direct African urban

settlements, It seems reasonable, therefore. to argue that : the Squalling, Slums and

Black Community Acts were alternative mechanisms of ensuring perpetual white

political control over Africans. Nonetheless, 'orderly' urbanization laid the basis for the

shape 01 urban struggles in fhe post-1986 period. Its success was dependent upon

new social forces - the market and the actions of local government authortnes • and

a political context with which this sfrategy could succeed.
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CHAPTER 4

4.0 THE URBAN STRATEGIES IN POST 1986:

There is no doubt that the State's urban reform strategies of the 19805 shaped the

terrain of urban struggles in South Africa. The key aspects of this urban strategy

restructuring local government, the policy of privatization, greater urban management 

resulted in new actors taking the stage in urban struggles (M. Sutcliffe: 93). But.

before this could proceed, it was necessary for the State to make dramatic

interventions. Between the publishing of fhe White Paper in April and the abolishing

of the Influx Control Act in July, it was repression which dominated South Africa as a

whole.

In the Western Cape, prior to the declaration of a retoner State of Emergency in June

t986, the world witnessed one of the biggest forced removals in South African history.

Aimed at the squatter settlements located on the land around the old Crossroads, and

led by "witdoeke" Irom within Crossroads and Site C in Khayelitsha, it led to the

radical break-up of militant anti-apartheid squatter seillements in the Greater Cape

Town areas (Cole: t9). The State of Emergency, mass detentions, and banning of

communily organizalions which followed, paved the way for the State to implement its

reform strategies. The specific struggles described below are ali directly related to the

above-argued state re form initiatives.
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4.1 URBAN CRISIS AND CONFLICTS:

The communities focused on here are mainly those from informal settlements whose

secret movements had greatly shaped the evolvement of the housing policy through

urban struggles. The posl-1986 intensification in the privatization of land and housing

brought about pressure on the urban poor Africans who traditionally live and work on

the edges of the City where no formal housing existed. True to the spirit of Capitalism ,

only the rich have access to decent atlordable housing. The poor are gradually being

marginalized as an insoivent urban problem that will continue to plague the society.

Private developers have, as a consequence, become a major force in both forced

removals and the provision of housing beyond the reach of large numbers 01 African

people . With the central government no longer a visible actor in the removal process,

these struggles have also become much more complicated.

As a result 01 this "land-grab", land and housing urban struggles have become

particularly acute. Faced with a housing backlog 01 immense proportions - the direct

result 01 the apartheid legacy - local government cncrers. developers, and community

organizations l ind themselves caught up in a bitter struggle over who will gain access

to well-located land in the cities. In places like the Western Cape, where access to

resources and services has been historically denied to the Alrican population lor

decades, an acute crisis has arisen. Since tate 1986, developers, landowners and

local municipalities have been attempting to remove small pockets of squatters from

land which they currently occupy. In most cases, these small communities have used

court cases, publicity, and support of community and service organizations, to resist

removal and ding to the land where they live (Cole: 20).
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The resistance of these communities has meant that local government authorities and

private developers face a de facto situation where who controls the process of

urbanization is contested. Struggles on the ground, as a resun, often conflict with the

direction set out in the 1986 White Paper. This poses a dilemma to both cent ral and

local government officials. The management of the urban process presupposes the

settlement of Africans on "approved' land. Urbanization. as articulated by the

gove rnment, cannot be "orderly" or "managed" if it is planned by the people, and not

by the government. It was largely because of the resistance and legal success of this

group of squatter communities, everywhere in the country between 1986-88, that the

government amended the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act in February 1989. Both

repressive and reformist clauses exist in this Act which attempt to control where and

how African people live in the cities.

In the present context, where an escalating crisis has developed around the issue of

access to land and housing, the government is likely to actively intervene to ensure

that 'orderly' urbanization proceeds according to plan. Some concessions will be

made, particularly to those squatter communities that are strategic for the political

survival of both the government and its surrogate forces like lnkatha. However, those

that are perceived as a political threat , and are thus outside government control, by

aligning themselves, say, with the ANC, will continue to suffer a similar fate as the

June 1992 Boipatong Massacre near Vreeniging where more than 40 people were

killed. It is a political game designed to force them under the 'protection' olthe "orderly

urbanization" policy. In the Western Cape , the 'uncontrollable' and progressive

squatter communities that were destroyed around Crossroads in 1986 were forced into

an "orderly urbanizat ion" designated area, Khayelitsha.
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To illustrate the tenacity of these urban struggles, I will briefly recapitulate some

spedfie struggles that took place in some ot the informal settlements.

4.2 URBAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: RECAPPING

This section will recapitulate what has been established so far coocemmq the urban

sodal movements. The top-down urban relorms of the late 1970s and 1980s created

a need, in addition to political movements and trade unions. for an urban revolutionary

torce to weld together and direct the urban struggles. This was realised by the

emergence of organic. urban social movements. They, therefore. thrived when urban

Atricans underwent a deep crisis, when something great, i.e. political autonomy, was

a stake. As the product of the mass struggle, they were able to provide a revolutionary

leadersh ip in the realm of thinking. They analyzed and identified the problems that

faced the people, and proposed possible practical solutions. This provided the people

with a revolutionary theory which helped them to unmask the false myths of the racist

political culture and to raise the urban struggles to an unprecedented level that, for the

first time in South African history, made the country ungovernable, and apartheid

unworkable. They actualized the theory of "dual power" and fulfilled Karl Marx's

'prophecy' of the ruling power elite not being able to govem in the same old way.

Moreover, they gave clarity to the class struggle and broadened the alliance.

The origins of the contemporary generation of urban social movements can be

credited 10 the pioneering political programmes cttne Committee of Ten (CoT) in 1977

after the Sowetc Urban Struggles which led to the collapse of the Scweto Urban Bantu

Council (Shubane: 73). In Cape Town the equivalent was the Cape Area Housing
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Action Commit199 jCAHAq formed in September 1980, whilslthat of Port Elizabeth

was the OC1ober 1980 Pen Elizabeth Black Civic Organization (PEBCO). These came

into being mainly out 01 parenl -stlJdent committees (formed to support struggles in

schools), resoeots' associations and groups lormed to oppose the regime's co

optation strategy through the Community Councils (Davies: 361) which superseded the

Bantu Administration Boards (BAB), and whose primary task was to coIect rents and

service charges from the townshipcomrrurVIies. Since rents and service charges _ re

the main source of income for these Community Counci ls, spiralling increases 01these

charges became lhe initial major rallying point 01the social movements. Uowever, the

nature 01 apartheid ideology force<:l lhe urban struggles not to concentrate on bread

and butl er issues, but to use these struggles as a gate -way towards the

eemccratuanon of the centre as well. It has to be re-emphasized that these sceer

movements emerged as direct responses 10 specilic political issues such education,

housing. ete., but due to the political demands on the ground lhey later assumed a

mum-eass nature.

AS eailier stated , a dassic case 01 new strategies in the struggle for urban land and

houSing recorded is that of Crossroads near cape Town which started in 1978 when

the govemmenl threatened to destroy their semeeent and repatriate them bad\. to

Transkei as '~ 1egaI' squatters. In defence 01 their rigtllto be in the Western cape, the

com rrunily establiShed the Crossroad ComnWt1ee as their mouth-piece whiCh ~nked

up with other com rrunity organizations in the region. ThiS contributed to the

achievement 01 a high level of politieal mobilization and publiCity which, in tum, helped

them to withstand governmenl pressu res. rn the midst of political 'reforms', the

government seemed reluctant to OV8r11y destroy the shacks. During the ensuing

struggles, a space of negotiation was created due to the mediation 01the U.F. The
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April 1979 "Koornhof's Settlement" (N. Walker: 24) that jollcwed, albef wilh its

insistence on the repatriation of the 'jobless', recognized the right of Africans to work

and have access to housing in urban areas. This led to the creation of the better-off

New-Crossroads directly by the State. This was a partial victory for the community

because xccmhors proposals were never realised due to the resistance of the

community which became a militant symbol of squatter resistance. Year after year,

they weathered pass raids, deportation and demolition. However, at the end

Crossroads was reduced to smouldering ruins in mid-1986 by the marauding

wnocese' vigilantes with the overt help of the South African security forces.

Nonetheless, in 1983, urban social movements found their expression in the launching

of the U.D.F., and assumed a mass based character which helped them to co-ceoeete

their struggles at street area, regional and nancnarrevers wifh devastating political

effects upon the rac er housing policies. Each and every activist was able to monitor

his or her neighbour easily during consumer and rent boycotts, and stay-ewavs. This

bottom-up approach helped to minimize defaulting, and hence fhe radical

transformation of the urban struggles in the 1980s. The July 1985 UDF-Ied historic,

almost 100%, consumer boycott recorded in Port Elizabeth and the 1984-85 near

seizure of political power signify the effectiveness of these structures (Shubane: 73).

They made South Africa ungovernable, wifh almost all the state's created Black Local

Authorities collapsing. The creation of street committees whiCh took over the

management of the townships and encouraged more political land invasions, and the

people's courts which reorganized the judiciary, all actualized the theory of dual power,

as expounded by the early work of casteus. The social movements thus set the

political agenda in the fownships which had became no go areas for the government

or semi-liberated zones. All in all, what started as local urban socat movements
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concerned withcollective consumption ended up being a national political struggle that

aimed to bring social change, It became clear that urban struggles were not

separated trcm the command post - the central government. The local structures of

control were the manifestations of the centre. The first and foremost task of "Orderly

urbanization", albert in vain, was an attempt to contain and ultimately crush these

urban social movements.

However, the February 1990 unbanning of the ANC and other political organizations

has opened a new debate on how urban social movements in post-apartheid South

Africa could continue to strengthen democracy without being counter-revolutionary.

There is an assumed conclusion by the progressive social movements that the ANC

is the government in waiting. So, then, the present political campaigns should avoid

at all costs creating a situation which would make it difficult to redress the legacies of

apartheid in the future. But it has to be pointed out that the future of these

'rudimentary' structures of democracy depends on the attitude of the future South

African government towards them. Whether they will be tolerated is still a hypothetical

question.
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5. CONCLUSION:

Housing policies are rarely the result of benign government. They are shaped by

economic imperatives and political struggles , State intervention in the sphere of

reproduction and consum ption only occurs when external (and internal) pressures

force its hand. However, politics of the stale do not always correspond to the needs

of the capital. In South Africa, apartheid and capitalism have coexisted in a

"fluctuating" relationship (Pcsel. 1989: 199), mediated by struggles "on the ground".

This paper has attempted to show how government policies, in particular housing

ponces. were a response to. and a particular form of resolution of, the urban crisis of

the 1980s. Accepting socio-economic and political realities, the State ultimately took

responsibility for housing urban Africans. It devised ways and means 01doing this at

minimum expense to nseu and to employers. Yet, the compromise failed to solve the

housing problem. Cont radictory measures in olher parts of the stale apparatus created

additional problems. Poverty and resistance in the urban Alrican areas continued as

wages failed to meet the costs of labour reproduction. Popular struggle was met with

state violence, when more "pragmatic" measures had failed.

All in all, the evolvement 01 the housing policies in the 1980s acknowledges that the

Cities are, were and will continue to be, the arenas where crueler class struggles for

the influence and control of state power take place. In the 1950s-70s, Grand

Apartheid coincided with repressive African de-urbanization. In the 1980s, the

militarization of the Urban Question culminated in the dawn 01"orderly urbanization"

programmes that combined repression of independent social movements with the

lifting of "influx control", selective upgrading and privatization. However, grassroots
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social movements resisted all these poliCies and neither side ecmevec their original

objectives. The legacy 01these struggles has result8d in a new round 01battles with

major class interests at stake .

The cost- t sae phe nomenon saw De t<Ier1l." in 1989, wresting power !rom the

seaJroaals, and replacing militariz8d WHAM prog ramme - wtIiCh was the basis lorthe

State's urban poliCy · with a policy Iramewor1<. that has been 10rmulat8d largely by the

-eccoccrets-. These are the urban planners ot big capital in the Urban Foundat ion,

liberal economic reformers in the Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) and State

oHiCials (WOf'king in Progress: 66).

The new urban policy lramewor1<. coincided, in the eyes 01 capital, with political

transitiOn to a post-apartheid Constitutional order, and wiDbe backed financially by the

major financial instiMiOns, bi-corporalions, conservative loreign govemmeOls and now

the Slate's fiscus (tbid : 66). The policy development is, therefore, probably the most

important component of the liberat ion phase that will precede the democratization

process that is to follow.

In retrospect, then, "tolal strategy- and its continuous, more sophisticated stage,

"orderly urbanization", lailed to overcome the deep organiC crisis ol lhe 19805. Many

reasons can be attributed 10 this, but some ol the most imponarit are the IoIlowing.

First, there was a fai lure to create an African middl e class wtIiCh oouId serve as a

butter zone between the oppressed and the power elite. The reason lor this is not

dithcult 10 lind: whilst lIle apartheid system hoped 10 a co-opt a lew Alricans who were

expected to defend the capi talist system in times 01 pol itical crisis, lhe same target

group (middle class) was subjected to the same apartheid laws that were designed to
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control the urban AlrieanS. ThiS was a ccntradicnon within the system. No politically

senSible Alriean was prepared 10 risk hiSlher lile and lamily through 'nedacing' by

suppotting the regime wIlilSiS1ill living amongSi the politically angry people he/she was

supposeclto help control. The tew that dared allow themselves to be co-opted 10SI

their !leads. Lastty. the wIlite business community, albeit enthusiastic aboul the

retorms. was S1in not yet ready to pressurize the government tor Afriean political rights.

Their fear of African cIominatiOn limited their agilaliOn as lar as the sharing 01

-collective consumption",

On the other hand. despite the political gains 01 the still maturing National Democratic

Struggle, very lew would arque that the Africans are on the verge of capturing political

power. It is obvious that no one can reverse the political gains that have been

achieved so tar. But the South African white regime, despite its loss 01 monopoly of

the strategic inrtialive. is Slill powertur. II has substantia! resources at its disposal (te.

the Secu rity forces and the arm y) and retains powertul allies internationally with vested

interests in South Africa (i.e. Bntish, the U.S.A, Germany and Japan). Nonetheless,

an important phenomenon in all this is that the urban struggles have created the once

unt hinkable • given the essence 01 lhe doctrine of white supremacy ' space of

negotiation. This has became another important field of struggle. It is hoped that

through this a S1age 01 a transitional government win be reached anct thal joint deOsiOn

making willlollow. So. negollatiOns are to be perceived as a gradual process 01 dis

empowering the apartheid system. On 30th July 1992. the South AfriCan Stale

President. F.W.de KJerk, weteomed the United Nations monitoring of lownship violence

by agreeing to international observers overseeing lhe 3-4th August 1992 gene ral S1rike

called by the ANC (The Guardian. 31.7.92). The government has traditionally been

hostile to UN involvement in the political conll ict, viewing it as an infringement 01
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sovereignty. Allowing UN observers has established a precedent which supports the

theory 01negotiations being a gradual process 01 dis-empowering the apar1heid stale.

So, then, lhe outcome 01these hiStorieal struggles is still being played out today.
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